The University of Florida’s College of Journalism and Communications, in partnership with UF’s Water Institute, is offering a special PhD assistantship for water and climate communications as part of an interdisciplinary team that will study global change through the lens of Greenland beginning in fall 2019.

Specific topics for dissertation research are open, but you’ll generally focus on the story of water and climate in a changing world. Pack your flip-flops to live in Gainesville, Florida, and your Mukluks to travel to the Arctic. Work closely with our environmental-journalist-in-residence, water author Cynthia Barnett, and Professor Frank Waddell, recognized for his research and outstanding service to grad students. Join a cohort of high-latitude hydrology scientists as they better their communications skills and we our background in water and climate science.

**Details:** CJC’s assistantship package includes four years’ funding, tuition and healthcare. UF’s Water Institute will further support you on its high-latitude hydrology team, including travel to Greenland and interdisciplinary research opportunities.

**For more information:** Contact Cynthia Barnett, clbarnett@jou.ufl.edu or Dr. Waddell, frank.waddell@ufl.edu in CJC; or Dr. Jon Martin, jhmartin@ufl.edu or Paloma Carton de Grammont, palomacgl@ufl.edu at the Water Institute.

**To apply:** Prospective students must apply through both CJC’s regular PhD application portal: www.jou.ufl.edu/graduate/phd/ and the Water Institute’s Graduate Fellows Program portal: waterinstitute.ufl.edu/education/wigf/2019-cohort/wigf-2019-cohort-application/ (Recommendation letters and other materials can be duplicates.)

**Both applications are due January 31st 2019.**